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Introduction

Patriot is a fast paced game of strategy and social deception. 
Your mission is to succeed in completing the objective of 
your secret allegiance, which is to save, or assassinate the 
President. Do this in secret, all while trying to save (or 
sabotage) a city on the brink of Civil War.

Prefer to understand the rules in video format?

The Dice Tower made a great video explaining the rules of 
patriot. We highly recommend watching this short video if you 
prefer to learn this way. Link to the video on the back page. 

Flow of Play

Patriot takes place over 5 rounds, or until players win or lose 
the game. Each round contains setup actions. After the round 
is set up, each player takes turns that are split into three 
phases: Gather, Act, and Encounter. 

Once you play through these phases in order, your turn ends, 
and the player to your left begins their turn. When each 
player has taken a turn, the round ends and a new one begins.



What’s the best way to read this rulebook?

The Patriot rulebook is split up into sections: Setup, Turn & 
Round Actions, and finally Game/Tile/Player Concepts. 
We recommend making sure all players set up the game correctly 
as described on page 5, and then reading Turn and Round 
concepts as a group. At least 1 person in the group should read 
the concepts between pages 7 to 21 before starting the game. By 
round 2, we guarantee you’ll be experts.

After you read through the concepts (pages 7 to 21), start the 
game and refer to the tile glossary (p. 23), your player cheat 
sheets and this rule book if you would like to dive into a subject 
more deeply. If you'd like a step-by-step first round, refer to the 
'first round walkthrough' on page 27.

Quickstart Alternative

Players that wish to start the game quickly may look out for the 
blue 'quick start' symbol (above) appearing within some rulebook 
pages. This symbol represents that the basic concept has been 
explained, and players wishing to start the game quickly may 
move on to the next rulebook topic until such time that the 
concept has been encountered during actual gameplay. 

Using Quickstart will allow players to start the game early, 
however it is recommended that players understand all game 
concepts as soon as possible to reduce confusion and streamline 
gameplay.
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Miniatures

15x Troops 15x Rioters

72x Brief Cards 17x Allegiance
 Cards

168x Influence Cards 9x Riot Cards

14x Character Cards
14x Standees 22x Beacon Cards

Loads of coins

6x AP trackers lots of ability trackers

Heaps of Science 
Markers

Civil Unrest, Taxes & 
Threat Trackers

D4 & D8 Die

30x Scientific Discovery 
Cards

15x Letters

Double Sided Board

Game Components

Cards

Fiddly bits



1-2 PLAYER SPECIFIC
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Rulebook

1-2 & 3-6 player 
cheat sheet

game board

Campaign Popouts (3x), missile tokens 
a round and campaign tracker



aim of the game
In the 3 to 6 player game, each player is dealt a secret Allegiance Card outlining their mission – 

either to save or assassinate The President.

The 1 and 2 player games are considered ‘campaign modes’, and each win condition varies per 

playthrough. If you are playing a 1-2 player game, stop reading this rulebook now and refer to 

the instructions in the 1-2 player rulebook.

How do I win? / Game End
You win the game, and the game ends if you complete your allegiance card objective.

If your allegiance card says ‘Kill The President’:

The time has come to assassinate The President, Sabotage votes, accuse innocent against innocent, 

and ensure that all chaos breaks loose. This is your chance – do it for your nation!

With this allegiance, there are two ways to win the game:

1. Ensuring that Threat reaches level 6 (the skull & bones). Refer to page 11 for ways to do this.

2. Call an assassination vote against the President and ensure it passes the assassination check. 

Warning: This is a very direct way to attempt to kill the president, and by doing this you have 

essentially told the room where your allegiance lies.

If your allegiance card says ‘Save The President’:

If you have received this allegiance card, it is your duty to save The President at all costs. 

With this allegiance, there are two ways to win the game with this card:

1. Assassinate all players with a ‘Kill the President’ allegiance card.

2. Finish all 5 rounds by not allowing the Threat level to reach the skull and bones (6).

If your allegiance card says ‘Save The President: Secondary Mission’:

Players with this card must save The President, but save the nation first. Secondary missions

 can range in task, but will require players to achieve secondary goals (like raising base taxes).

To win with this allegiance, you must meet your secondary objective while also meeting 

the ‘save the president’ win condition (above).

How to Play - Game setup
Setting up the board - see example on the next page:
1. Shuffle all cards and set into their groups as follows:

i. Shuffle and place the Beacon Cards (p. 17) face down in the Beacon pile.
a. Draw 4 Beacons (p. 17) and place them face up on the 4 blank Beacon tiles.

ii. Shuffle and place the Scientific Discovery (p. 13) cards in the Scientific Discovery pile.

iii. Shuffle and place the Riot Deck (p.21) face down in the Riot Deck pile.
iv. Shuffle and place the Brief Card Deck (p. 20) (ensure you DO NOT include the Super Brief cards) 

face down in the brief card pile.v. Shuffle and place each of the Influence Card (p. 15) types face down in their respective piles

vi. Put 10 of each Influence Card (p. 15) types into the Public Opinion (p. 19) deck and shuffle. Place 

the Public Opinion deck in the designated space to the right of the Influence Card piles. 

vii. Separate each Letter (p. 19) by day into 5 piles. Shuffle each day and choose one letter at random from 

each pile. Put the days into a pile where day 5 is at the bottom and day 1 is at the top. Place the chosen 

letters in the middle of the board. Return unused Letters to the box.
2. Set the Threat (p. 11) level, Civil Unrest (p. 11) and Base Taxes (p. 11) at 0 by placing the 

provided popouts on the trackers.3. Place all Coins (p. 19) on the outside edge of the game board near the Treasury.

4. Place all Science Markers (p. 13) on the outside edge of the game board.Setting up characters:1. Each player rolls a D8 die – the highest roller is The President.
2. The player who becomes The President chooses one of the 3 Presidents from the Character 

pile and places their token on the 1st turn marker in the Meeting Room (p. 19).
i. Note: The President must choose Viktor Markov, Marion Mochi or Donovan Maelstrom.

3. Each player, starting from the left of The President, chooses a character and places their 

standee on the board on the next available turn space. Read the character strengths, 

weaknesses, and influence aloud to the room.i. Each character has special abilities and weaknesses, and gets different influence cards.

4. Each player receives their top secret Allegiance Card (p. 13 - see table on left for quick guide).

i. Players must not share or communicate what their card says to other players. 

5. The President places their Allegiance card under their character card without looking at it. 

All other players view their allegiance cards at the same time.
i. Feel free to leave the room, put on some loud music (check out our playlist!), or do something 

outrageous so as to not give your reaction away.
6. Each player receives Pre-Game Influence Cards:i. In turn order, The President (the 1st player on round 1) receives 0 influence cards.

ii. Player 2 receives 1 influence card of their choice (from the options they are able to draw on their 

character cards), the 3rd player receives 2 Influence Cards of their choice (according to their character 

cards), and so on.7. Flip over the Letter for Day 1 and read it out loud.
8. The President starts their turn.

5 POPULATION: 334,569,983

GOVERNMENT TYPE: Presidential republic in name, although in fact  considered a dictatorship

ECONOMY - OVERVIEW: The Republic of Karmonia once boasted the most powerful economy in the world, 

though now is vastly overshadowed by rival nation Kamchat - namely due to various poor economical decisions, a 

focus on military and political spend instead of education, and the denial of scientific advancement through lack 

of funding into the education sector.

factbook of: karmonia

 

How many Allegiance Cards are provided to each player?

**Please note: This is an excerpt from page 14 - please reference page 14 for more detail on 

Allegiance Cards.



How to Play - Game setup
Setting up the board - see example on the next page:
1. Shuffle all cards and set into their groups as follows:

i. Shuffle and place the Beacon Cards (p. 17) face down in the Beacon pile.
a. Draw 4 Beacons (p. 17) and place them face up on the 4 blank Beacon tiles.

ii. Shuffle and place the Scientific Discovery (p. 13) cards in the Scientific Discovery pile.

iii. Shuffle and place the Riot Deck (p.21) face down in the Riot Deck pile.
iv. Shuffle and place the Brief Card Deck (p. 20) (ensure you DO NOT include the Super Brief cards) 

face down in the brief card pile.v. Shuffle and place each of the Influence Card (p. 15) types face down in their respective piles

vi. Put 10 of each Influence Card (p. 15) types into the Public Opinion (p. 19) deck and shuffle. Place 

the Public Opinion deck in the designated space to the right of the Influence Card piles. 

vii. Separate each Letter (p. 19) by day into 5 piles. Shuffle each day and choose one letter at random from 

each pile. Put the days into a pile where day 5 is at the bottom and day 1 is at the top. Place the chosen 

letters in the middle of the board. Return unused Letters to the box.
2. Set the Threat (p. 11) level, Civil Unrest (p. 11) and Base Taxes (p. 11) at 0 by placing the 

provided popouts on the trackers.3. Place all Coins (p. 19) on the outside edge of the game board near the Treasury.

4. Place all Science Markers (p. 13) on the outside edge of the game board.Setting up characters:1. Each player rolls a D8 die – the highest roller is The President.
2. The player who becomes The President chooses one of the 3 Presidents from the Character 

pile and places their token on the 1st turn marker in the Meeting Room (p. 19).
i. Note: The President must choose Viktor Markov, Marion Mochi or Donovan Maelstrom.

3. Each player, starting from the left of The President, chooses a character and places their 

standee on the board on the next available turn space. Read the character strengths, 

weaknesses, and influence aloud to the room.i. Each character has special abilities and weaknesses, and gets different influence cards.

4. Each player receives their top secret Allegiance Card (p. 13 - see table on left for quick guide).

i. Players must not share or communicate what their card says to other players. 

5. The President places their Allegiance card under their character card without looking at it. 

All other players view their allegiance cards at the same time.
i. Feel free to leave the room, put on some loud music (check out our playlist!), or do something 

outrageous so as to not give your reaction away.
6. Each player receives Pre-Game Influence Cards:i. In turn order, The President (the 1st player on round 1) receives 0 influence cards.

ii. Player 2 receives 1 influence card of their choice (from the options they are able to draw on their 

character cards), the 3rd player receives 2 Influence Cards of their choice (according to their character 

cards), and so on.7. Flip over the Letter for Day 1 and read it out loud.
8. The President starts their turn.
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Brief Cards (p. 18)Brief Cards (p. 18)

Science Markers Science Markers 
(p. 13)(p. 13)

Letters (p. 17)Letters (p. 17)

Public Opinion (p. 17)
Public Opinion (p. 17)

Characters (p. 12, p. 24)
Characters (p. 12, p. 24)

Allegiance Allegiance 
Cards (p. 5, p. 14)Cards (p. 5, p. 14)

Riot Cards (p. 21)Riot Cards (p. 21)

game setup example
Your game should look something like this before the first round 

starts
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Turn Actions
So, the board is set up and it's the first

 players turn on round 1. What happens next?

Each player, in turn order, takes the 3 
actions below (Gather, act, and encounter) until all 

players have had a turn. 
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1. Gather: Pick up Influence Cards from the Influence Card Pile.

2. Act: Act using Action Points on the below board tiles by moving your character onto the tile and announcing your action. 
Unless occupied by a rioter, players may use any tile on the board, including the one they, or other players are currently on. 
Important!  Players Action Points may only be used in the act phase. AP does not accumulate, and any AP not used is discarded / reset next round. For example, if Donovan has 10 AP, and he uses 9 AP on 
his turn through various tile actions, the extra 1 AP is not carried over to the next round. On his next turn, he has 10 AP again.  '

The Treasury Surveillance Centre Laboratory War Room

Example: The President, 'Donovan', goes first at the start of round 1. Seen on the bottom right of his character card, Donovan picks up 2 Finance, 2 Spy, 
1 Science & 1 War Influence cards. After picking up, he has 6 Finance Influence, 2 Spy Influence, 3 War Influence & 1 Science Influence.



Example: The President, 'Donovan', goes first at the start of round 1. Seen on the bottom right of his character card, Donovan picks up 2 Finance, 2 Spy, 
1 Science & 1 War Influence cards. After picking up, he has 6 Finance Influence, 2 Spy Influence, 3 War Influence & 1 Science Influence.
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The Treasury
Surveillance            

Centre
Laboratory War Room

In the Treasury, 
players are able to:

1. Pick up Finance 
Influence Cards.

2. Acquire coins to 
be placed into 
the Treasury.

3. Raise the base 
tax level to 
acquire income 
at the start of 
each round.

4. Draw 2 Brief 
Cards and 
choose one to   
resolve at the 
end of the round.

In the Surveillance 
Centre, players are 
able to:

1. Pick up Spy 
Influence Cards.

2. Launch, replace, or 
use Beacons, which 
act as extra game 
tiles.

3. Call a vote to  
assassinate vote on 
another player.

In the War Room, 
players are able to:

1. Pick up War 
Influence Cards.

2. Deploy Troops to 
defend Tiles.

3. Move Troops 
in order to 
maximise defense 
in one area.

4. Roll to execute 
rioters that 
are on the 
board, with the 
ability to reroll 
by spending 
Influence Cards.

In the Laboratory, 
players are able to:

1. Pick up Science 
Influence Cards.

2. Reduce Civil Unrest.
3. Gain Science 

Markers.
4. Obtain Scientific 

Discovery Cards, 
providing in game 
advantages.

3. Encounter: Draw a Brief Card from the 
Brief Card pile. The group may vote with Influence Cards (if 
required) by adding as many or few influence cards as they would like. Add 
Public Opinion, shuffle and tally total Influence to work out if the brief 
card has passed or failed.

At the end of the last players turn, return 
to the Meeting Room and adjust turn order 
anticlockwise before starting round actions.
Players are now ready to resolve the Letter and start the next round!

Example: If a total of less than 8 Finance Influence is supplied into the Brief Card 
vote, all coins will be lost from The Treasury. Luckily, Donovan and the group 
obtained 10 Influence in Finance, so nothing happens this turn.

Please note: There is an in-depth tile glossary on page 22 which contains more information about each tile.
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Round Actions
So, all players have completed their

 turn on round 1. What happens next?

1. Determine whether the group passed the letter demand

2. Resolve any riots that are in play.
Riots occur when Civil Unrest reaches 6. When a riot occurs, a rioter is placed 
on the board to a defense space, as demanded by a Riot Card. Riots are in play and 
retrigger each round until all rioters are executed.

Group passed the 
letter demand

Commence the next round. If this was the 5th 
round, the game ends. Refer to page 5 to see if 

your allegiance wins.

Group failed the 
letter demand

Fail effect is 
triggered

Nothing happens

Example (above): After the last turn has been 
completed in a 4 player game, players picked up, 
shuffled and counted all of the face down influence 
on top of the letter. They had 3 Spy, 8 War, and 
2 Finance Influence. They needed 8 War and 4 
Finance Influence, which means that they failed the 
demand and the Fail effect Triggers. Oh no!

Example (right): In a 3 player game, players must add 2 rioters to each defense 
space on the board. This will add a number of negative effects to the game until 
the rioters have been executed. Ouch!

4. Gain Taxes
If the base taxes tracker is above '0', place coins into

 the Treasury.
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Example (above): the top left Beacon has been used. Move the coin 
from the top right hand side onto the circle that says 'launched'. Now 
the Beacon has been reset.

Example (below): 3 coins 
must be secured to the letter. 
Coins may be added to the 
letter for 4AP. If 3 coins are 
not added to the Letter by 
round end, Threat increases 
by 1.

Example (right):  the base taxes tracker is set to 4. 
Therefore, 4 coins are placed into the Treasury at the start of the 
round. 

3. Ensure all purchased Beacons are set to 'Launched'
Beacons add in-game advantages to all players, but they are not cheap to deploy, 

and they may only be used once per round. When Beacons are launched, place a 
coin on the 'launched' circle. When they are used, slide it to the 'used' symbol. At 

the start of each round, slide the used beacons back to 'Launched'

4. Gain Taxes
If the base taxes tracker is above '0', place coins into

 the Treasury.

5. Flip the next letter 
on the letter pile and 

read it aloud.

Circled in red above: The 
Base Taxes Tracker



Game Concepts

Tracker Concepts
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This section covers three concepts: 
1. Tracker concepts: Explains the ‘Threat Level’, ‘Base Taxes’ and ‘Civil Unrest’ trackers surrounding the Letter Pile. 
2. Player concepts: Explains all aspects of the game that are player specific, for example character cards and Actions Points (AP)
3. Tile concepts: Explains the concepts of the game in Karmonia, for example how Brief Cards work.

Please view the glossary page (page 22) for a detailed description of each tile and how they work.

Base Taxes

When base taxes are raised, the group 
passively gains coins from the bank 
into The Treasury at the start of each 
round.

Base taxes always start at 0 and can be 
increased to a maximum of 6.

There are 3 ways to raise base taxes:
1. Activating The ‘Raise Base Taxes’ 

tile in The Treasury;
2. Some Beacons give players a 

chance to raise base taxes.
3. Some Brief Cards offer players an 

opportunity to raise base taxes. 

Raising base taxes through The 
Treasury is the most expensive way to 
increase passive income at a cost of 6 
AP & 4 Civil Unrest.

Players must make sure Civil Unrest is 
monitored to ensure a Riot is not 
Incited!

Civil Unrest

Civil Unrest is raised through Brief 
Cards, Raising taxes, and random in 
game events. When Civil Unrest 
reaches 6 (represented by the rioter 
symbol) a riot will commence. 
Immediately do the following:
1. Pick up a riot card and follow its 

instructions
2. Reset the Civil Unrest tracker to 1. 

Threat Level

The Threat Level tracker is found below the Letter Pile on the game board. 

The main function of Threat is to actively track how much danger The President faces at any given time. Threat starts 
at 0 - if it reaches 6 (signified by the skull and bones), The President is assassinated and the game ends. 

There are numerous ways that Threat can increase:

1. Letter Demand consequences;
2. Brief Card, or Super Brief Card failure effects;
3. Riots, specifically:

i. The first time a rioter is deployed onto the board from an active Riot Card, Threat Level is increased by 1.
ii. If a Rioter deploys to Defence Space 5, Threat Level is increased by 1.

4. Occasionally, players will be given an opportunity to decrease Threat through Brief Cards. 

All players (bar the assassin) must try to prevent Threat from rising at all costs. 

Note: Threat does not increase if The President is assassinated by a player activating the 'Call an Assassination Vote' 
Tile. If this happens, the game ends and the assassin/s are the victors.



Player Concepts
Action Points

Character Card Influence

The bottom right of the Character Card defines how many Influence Cards each character will pick up at the start of each turn (Gather phase).
Unless clearly stated on the Character Card, in the 3-6 player game the card limit for all players is 8 Influence Cards by the end of the players turn.

Each character has a unique set of strengths and 
weaknesses. These can make or break a game!  
Refer to the appendix for a full list of characters 
and their abilities.
Once per game abilities may be used at any     
point during the game, regardless of player turn. 
They cannot reverse rolls, card effects, or things 
that have already happened.
Seen above, there are 'Ability Used' trackers to 
help players keep track of whether they have 
used their in game abilities, or not. Donovan, 
above, has used his once per game ability already.

Character Card Overview & AP

In addition to character strengths & 
weaknesses (in game powers), there are a 
number of things which the character card 
helps with through the game. 

The left hand side of the Character Card 
contains 10 circles defining the base AP 
(blue) of each character, and the variable 
AP of  each Character (red). For example, 
Marion starts at 8 AP, but can gain up to 10 
AP. 

Seen below, the game comes with a green 
punchout to help keep track of character 
AP status. Donovan, below, currently has 8 
AP to use.

Action Points (AP) represent the amount of actions that each player 
can take per turn. Most tiles within the game cost AP to activate.

Each character starts with a base of 8 AP unless stated otherwise 
(E.G. Viktor Markov & Petr Crumb start with less AP). 

AP is found on the left hand side of the character card, marked with 
10 circles. Blue circles represent the character's base AP. Red circles 
represent AP that each character can gain from activities within the 
game. 

Keeping Track of Action Points
There is an Action Point popout that comes with the game. Place the 
popout over the number of AP that the character currently holds.

Do players have to use all their AP in their turn? 
No, players may use as much or little AP as they choose per turn. AP 
not used by the end of the turn is discarded.

Increasing Action Points

While most characters start the game with a base of 8 AP, AP can be increased by completing Scientific Discoveries.
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Scientific Discovery Cards

Each player may make scientific discoveries for personal gain throughout the game. By using special player abilities, triggering Brief Card effects, or by commencing Science Projects, players may gain Science Markers. Once 4 Science Markers have been collected, players may trade them in to activate the 'Make Scientific Discovery' tile. Refer to page 22 for more detail on the tile.
How Scientific Discovery Cards are Picked Up

There are 2 types of Scientific Discovery cards. One has a positive effect and gives clear in-game advantages to players, and the other type has a negative effect that is unavoidable once drawn.  Negative Scientific Discovery cards activate immediately, and are marked with 'REJECT'. See the examples on the right and below. 

When players activate the ‘Make a Scientific Discovery’ tile, the following actions occur:1. The player picks up the top two cards on the Scientific Discovery pile. 2. If there are no ‘REJECT’ cards, players may choose one Scientific Discovery to keep. The other card is removed from the game and put into the game box.3. If there are one or more  ‘REJECT’ cards, they are activated immediately. Players may keep the remaining Scientific Discovery cards.

Scientific Discovery & 
the Laboratory
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What are Science Markers?

Science Markers (the blue / orange tokens seen to the right) can be used to make 
Scientific Discoveries. Some Beacons also use Science Markers as payment.

Throughout the game, players will be able to gain and use Science Markers. They are 
held in players personal stash, near their character card. 

When a player is prompted to 'Gain X Science Markers' (where X is a number), it is 
referring to the number on the Science Marker, not the physical quantity of markers.  
There are also some markers that are orange with the number 2 on them. If a player 
is able to 'Gain 2 Science Markers', they would be able to either gain 2 blue Science 
Markers (worth 1 each), or 1 orange Science Marker (worth 2).



Allegiance Cards
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Influence Cards are used as a tool for voting. At times, Influence is also used as a means for
payment throughout the game. Influence appears in 4 types: Finance, Spy, Science, and War. Each type 
of Influence Card is represented by both a colour and symbol.
Influence cards are used to:• Add influence to Letter Demands;  » This can be done at any point during a players turn and at no cost; • Add influence to Brief Card votes or assassination votes;  » Influence is added face down to the Vote Pile, starting with the Brief Card Holder (or player who called 

the assassination) and finishing with 2 Public Opinion Influence Cards; » Players may only add Influence Cards to Brief Card votes once;• Pay to activate certain board game tiles.
How to Pick Up Influence CardsInfluence cards can be picked up in three ways:1. At the start of each player's turn, pick up as many Influence Cards of each type as stated on the 

bottom right of the Character Card. The number and type of Influence Cards depends on each 
character's personality and play style. 2. Players can purchase Influence Cards with AP on their turn.3. Some Brief Cards allow players to pick up Influence Cards.

Generally, it is better to have a diverse range of Influence Cards amongst the play group in order to 
combat the most difficult votes & demands. 
 
How to Use Influence CardsThe number (1 to 5) & type (War, Spy, Science, Finance) of Influence on the top of each Influence Card 
equates to the amount of influence that will sway the vote in each Brief Card, Assassination or Letter 
Demand. If voting in a Brief Card or Assassination vote and a player adds a type of influence that is 
not required in an active vote (for example adding Science Influence to a vote that only required War 
Influence), the total of the 'negative' Influence is subtracted from the total Influence score. See a live 
example on the right hand side of the page.
Influence Card ActionsOccasionally, a player will pick up a card with an Influence Action, as seen on the left. These cards act 
the same as any other Influence Card, however if played into Brief Card votes, the action is triggered as 
soon as possible (either immediately, or in the next players turn).
Note: Influence card actions ONLY take effect in Brief Card votes. If Influence Card Actions are played into 
Letter Demands or Assassination Votes, they take no action and are treated like a normal Influence Card.

At the start of each turn, Samuel picks up 2  Finance, 2 Science & 2 War Influence Cards.

Influence Card Actions only take effect in Brief Card resolutions.
15
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Influence Cards are used as a tool for voting. At times, Influence is also used as a means for
payment throughout the game. Influence appears in 4 types: Finance, Spy, Science, and War. Each type 
of Influence Card is represented by both a colour and symbol.
Influence cards are used to:• Add influence to Letter Demands;  » This can be done at any point during a players turn and at no cost; • Add influence to Brief Card votes or assassination votes;  » Influence is added face down to the Vote Pile, starting with the Brief Card Holder (or player who called 

the assassination) and finishing with 2 Public Opinion Influence Cards; » Players may only add Influence Cards to Brief Card votes once;• Pay to activate certain board game tiles.
How to Pick Up Influence CardsInfluence cards can be picked up in three ways:1. At the start of each player's turn, pick up as many Influence Cards of each type as stated on the 

bottom right of the Character Card. The number and type of Influence Cards depends on each 
character's personality and play style. 2. Players can purchase Influence Cards with AP on their turn.3. Some Brief Cards allow players to pick up Influence Cards.

Generally, it is better to have a diverse range of Influence Cards amongst the play group in order to 
combat the most difficult votes & demands. 
 
How to Use Influence CardsThe number (1 to 5) & type (War, Spy, Science, Finance) of Influence on the top of each Influence Card 
equates to the amount of influence that will sway the vote in each Brief Card, Assassination or Letter 
Demand. If voting in a Brief Card or Assassination vote and a player adds a type of influence that is 
not required in an active vote (for example adding Science Influence to a vote that only required War 
Influence), the total of the 'negative' Influence is subtracted from the total Influence score. See a live 
example on the right hand side of the page.
Influence Card ActionsOccasionally, a player will pick up a card with an Influence Action, as seen on the left. These cards act 
the same as any other Influence Card, however if played into Brief Card votes, the action is triggered as 
soon as possible (either immediately, or in the next players turn).
Note: Influence card actions ONLY take effect in Brief Card votes. If Influence Card Actions are played into 
Letter Demands or Assassination Votes, they take no action and are treated like a normal Influence Card.

influence cont.

Influence Type Added Power Effect Tally

4 Science  
Influence

+4 to the Brief 
total 4 Influence

6 Influence

7 Influence

3 Influence

+2 to the Brief 
total

Action: All 
players gain 
1 random 

Influence Card

+1 to the Brief 
total

2 War  
Influence

1 Science  
Influence

4 Finance
Influence

-4 to the Brief 
Total
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Brief Card/Assassination Vote Example

The Brief Card above requires Science & War 
Influence. Therefore, if players add Finance and/or 
Spy Influence to the pile, it will detract from the total 
Influence tally. 

In the live example on the right, 7  positive influence 
(Science & War) has been added to the Vote Pile for 
the Brief Card. 

However, either by a player, or Public Opinion, 
4 Negative influence (Finance) was also added, 
bringing the total  Influence count to 3. Oh no! In this 
scenario, a riot is incited.

Additionally, an Influence Card with an action was 
played - this takes effect as soon as possible (in this 
case, straight away).



Coins are placed from the outside of the board into the Treasury when they are gained through either 

base taxes, or purchased from the 'bank'. In the example on the left, 17 coins have been gained (2x 5 

value coins & 7x 1 value coins).

Coins are shared by all players and always placed directly into the Treasury when gained. While coins 

are pooled amongst the group, only the current player gets to decide how to spend the coins. 

What can coins be used for?
Gaining coins provides players the means to:

• Launch Beacons 
• Some Brief Cards require coins

• Some Letter Demands require coins

At the start of each of the 5 days (rounds), a letter from the assassin is read by the first player. 

Each letter contains a demand to all players, as seen in the example below. These demands 

become increasingly difficult as each round passes. 

Letters often contain different requests, like Influence, Coins from the Treasury, and drain 

game resources. If adding Influence to the Letter Demand, ensure it is added face down.

Securing Coins into Letters

Some Letters allow players to secure coins into Letters. This means players are 

able to transfer as many coins from the Treasury into the Letter as desired at a 

cost of 4AP per transaction. Coins transferred into the Letter are not impacted 

by any 'lose coins' events (for example: discard 2 coins from the Treasury) and 

cannot be removed once secured.

"Per player, add the following influence to the demand"

When demands request that Influence is added to Letters 'per player', 

it requires players to add the amount of Influence requested multiplied 

by the number of players. For example, if the Letter asked for 3 Science 

Influence per player, and there were 4 players, 12 Science Influence would  

be required.

The Public Opinion deck is located 

underneath the Vote Pile on the game 

board, and represents the opinion of the 

citizens of Karmonia. The deck is made 

up of 40 shuffled Influence Cards (10 of 

each type), built before the game begins 

and rebuilt each time it is exhausted.
How to Use Public Opinion 

Public Opinion is only played during 

Brief Card and assassination votes.
After all players have placed their 

Influence Cards face down into the Vote 

Pile for an Influence Brief, 2 cards from 

the Public Opinion deck are added face 

down and shuffled in.

coins & the 
treasury

public opinion

letters 
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Important! 
• Players may add Influence or coins to the Letter at any point during their turn and 

may tell players what they are putting in if they choose to.

• Unlike Brief Cards, adding the incorrect Influence into a Letter Demand does not 

reduce the tally of Influence for Letters.

Tile Concepts



Brief Cards show unique events that occured in Karmonia that shaped 

the world it is today. They have a major effect on the game, either 

positive or negative. After each player has completed their turn, a Brief 

Card is picked up from the Brief Card Pile at the bottom left of the game 

board. 

There are 72 unique Brief Cards over 32 types of briefs – Choice Briefs, 

where players must choose an option, or Influence Briefs, where players 

must vote with their Influence Cards to complete objectives, Bidding 

Briefs, where players bid with their Influence cards to gain special 

abilities, or rolling Brief's, where players must roll a dice to resolve the 

Brief Card. Each Brief card is unique, some are harder than others, and 

each holds a theme of Finance, Spy, Science or War.

Influence Brief Card

Influence Briefs, like the one directly above, 

require players to vote with their Influence 

Cards in order to reach an objective defined 

by the number in the table. Note that players 

are not allowed to say the value or number 

of influence cards they are playing into any 

Brief, Letter or other influence check. Follow 

the steps below to play Influence into Brief 

Cards:

1. Starting with the Brief Card holder and 

rotating clockwise, each player is to vote 

with Influence, placing their Influence 

Cards into the 'Vote Pile' tile face down. 

2. Add 2 public opinion influence cards to 

the vote pile 

3. Shuffle & reveal all Influence Cards. 

Influence Cards with actions take effect. 

4. Tally the ‘required influence’ shown at 

the top of the Brief Card. 

i. For example, if Spy and Science influence 

is required, tally all Spy and Science 

influence found in the pile.

5. Subtract any influence not required. 

i. For example, if Spy and Science influence 

is required, but there is 3 War influence 

in the pile, minus off 3 Influence from the 

total.

Determine whether the group passes or

 fails the brief. Failing a brief means the 

group did not achieve enough influence 

to surpass the bottom row of the Influence 

check.

If the game calls for players to to 

'automatically pass a brief', activate the 

top row of the brief card.  

A live example of tallying influence 

can be found on page 18.

Super Brief Cards

There are 8 Super Brief Cards that have a 

chance of being added into the game. 

Prior to commencing the game, ensure there 

are no Super Brief Cards shuffled into the brief 

Card deck. Instead, these challenging Brief 

Card are added into the game progressively 

by game events - namely Brief Cards, or Letter 

Demands. 

When a Super Brief is added, follow the 

directions on the Brief Card or Letter Demand. 

Roll a die to Resolve any Ties Rule

Some Brief Cards say 'Roll a Die To Resolve a 

Tie'. Use a D8 if there is a tie - the highest roller 

receives the intended effect of the card.

Choice Brief Card

Choice Briefs, like the one directly above, pose a 

moral choice to one of the players on the board, as 

directed by the Brief Card. 

While all players may add their opinion to the 

choice brief, the ultimate decision must be made 

by the player indicated on the Brief Card.

Bidding Brief Cards

Some Brief cards offer players the chance to bid Influence Cards in order 

to gain in game abilities, like the one on the top left of this page. Starting 

with the Brief card holder, play Influence of any kind in front of the 

player (playing multiple cards is acceptable).

For example: 

1. Player one bid 4 Science and 2 War Influence Cards, totalling 6 Influence. 

The next player, clockwise, must bid more Influence to be winning the bid.

2. For example, Player 2 bids 4 Finance Influence Cards, totalling 8 Influence.

3. Both players 3 & 4 bow out of the bidding

4. Player one has an opportunity to bid more Influence, adding to their total. 

This repeats until all bar one player bows out of the bidding process. 

For example, player one bids an extra 2 Spy Influence cards at a value of 

5 Influence, totalling 11 Influence. Player two bows out. Player 1 wins the 

bidding and gets the Brief Card reward.

Place all bid Influence Cards into their respective discard piles.

brief cards
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Beacons are surveillance projects that are conducted in the Surveillance Centre. While they may not be the most 

ethical projects, most of the time they add bonuses that players can gain in exchange for AP. Most beacons act as 

an extra activation tile that can be used throughout the game. Note that each active beacon can only be used once 

per round.

Launching Beacons

The board starts with 4 face up Beacons. While these Beacons are face up, they are not launched. They can be 

launched by playing the ‘Launch a Beacon’ tile on the board, or through specific in-game events (like Brief Cards 

or Scientific Discovery Cards). 

When a Beacon is launched, the player places a coin on the top left of the Beacon card in the 'Launched' circle on 

the Beacon of the players choosing. Now the Beacon is Launched and acts as an extra game tile.  

Using Beacons
Important! In the 3-6 player game, if Defense Space 2 (or Defense Space 4 in a 1-2 player game) is occupied by a 

rioter, no Beacons may be used until the rioter is executed.  

When a Beacon is Launched, players may use them by placing their character on the 'Use Beacon' tile and paying 

the cost outlined on the Beacon Card. Each Launched Beacon may be used once per round. Once a Beacon has 

been used, move the coin from the 'Launched' space to the 'Used' space.  Per 'Round Actions', the coin moves back 

from 'Used' to 'Launched' at the start of the next round, ready to be used again. 

Reprogramming Beacons 

Sometimes, there are Beacons that are orange in colour. These Beacons are defective and take up space on 

Beacon tile spaces. Other times, there may be a valid Beacon that is face up and ready to purchase, however it is 

not useful for the game. In these scenarios, players may activate the 'Reprogram Beacon' tile at a cost of 3 AP to 

replace any unwanted Beacon. Players may complete any, or all of the two actions below:

1. Players may replace any number of unlaunched Beacons with Beacons from the draw pile. On replacement, 

reprogrammed Beacons must be discarded back into the box. 

2. Players may also replace any number of launched Beacons. If players discard an already launched Beacon, 

the Beacon gets discarded back into the box, and the coin returns to the coin pile on the outside edge of the 

game board, near the Treasury.

Beacons & 

The Surveillance Centre Concepts
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Assassinations

Either by activating the ‘call an assassination vote’ tile, as a result of a Brief Card, or Beacon activation, players may call an 

assassination vote against another player. Unless part of a character ability, an assassination vote will always trigger an 

Influence vote. If an assassination vote is passed, a player is executed and has limited abilities for the rest of the game.

Assassination Votes

When an assassination vote is called, it acts the same way as Brief Card voting, where Spy and War Influence are positive (e.g. will 

contribute toward the assassination), and Science and Finance are negative (e.g. will reduce the chance of assassination). All players may 

vote, starting from the player who called the vote and rotating clockwise. The Influence required for a vote is equal to the number of 

players multiplied by the type of Vote. For example, if players wish to assassinate the President in a 3 player game, the Influence tally must 

result in 12 or more (3 players multiplied by 4 = 12 Spy and War).

What Happens When a Player is Assassinated?

If a player is assassinated, they must reveal whether or not one of their allegiance cards was to 'Kill The President'. 

The game ends if there is only one ‘Kill the President’ 

Allegiance Card in the game. If there is more than 1 ‘Kill the 

President’ Allegiance Card currently in the game, reduce 

Threat by 1 (unless you cannot). 

The assassinated player may continue playing, but must:

1. Reveal their Allegiance Card/s

2. Discard half of their currently held Influence Cards and 

Science Markers, and all Scientific Discovery cards (round 

down).

The assassinated player has 0 AP and may only play 2 face 

up influence cards into briefs. The assassinated player may 

still pick up cards, vote in briefs and other scenarios which 

may require voting (face up). 

If the assassinated players’ allegiance is sided to kill The 

President Immediately increase Threat by 1. 

The assassinated player must: 

1. Reveal at least one of their allegiance cards

2. Discard half of their currently held Influence Cards and 

Science Markers, and all Scientific Discovery cards (round 

down).

The assassinated player may choose a new character to 

enter the game again (the player does not need to wait 

for their turn to do this) and play as per normal. The 

assassinated player does not pick up any additional 

allegiance cards when choosing a new character to enter the 

game. 

If the assassinated players’ allegiance is sided to ‘Save The  

President’ or ‘Save the President – Secondary Mission’

What happens if a player is assassinated and more allegiance cards are dealt out?

If more allegiance cards are dealt out, the assassinated player is dealt an allegiance card and is forbidden to look at it. Place the Allegiance 

Card face down underneath the Character Card of the player.

What happens if players have more than one allegiance card?

The same rules still apply. An assassinated player with 2+ Allegiance Cards must immediately reveal all ‘Kill the President’ Allegiance 

Cards they hold. If there is more than 1 assassin in the game, it is not necessary to reveal the second allegiance     

card that the player holds. 



What are Riot cards?

Riots occur when civil unrest reaches 6 (represented by a rioter symbol) or by an in-game event. 

If a riot occurs, immediately follow the below steps:
1. Move the Civil Unrest tracker back to 0, and pick up a Riot Card from the pile.2. Place the Riot Card on the first available 'Riot Card Placement' tile, to the right of the 'Vote Pile'. These cards will hang off the edge of the board.
3. Upon drawing and each round (within Round Actions), resolve the Riot Card by rolling a D4 to determine which Defense Space within each location to deploy the rioter/s.i. Until such time all Defense Spaces in a location (for example, The Treasury) are filled with rioters, D4 numbers directly correlate to Defense Spaces. If a 2 is rolled, then a rioter is deployed to Defense Space 2. 

ii. If there are multiple locations where rioters are required to be deployed (for example The Treasury & Laboratory), start at the leftmost location and rotate clockwise.
iii. Only 1 rioter may occupy 1 Defense Space. In the instance there is already a rioter in a Defense 

Space, no rioter is deployed.
4. Per Riot Card, the first time a rioter is placed on the board increase the Threat Level by 15. If there are no more Defense Spaces to deploy a rioter, place a rioter on defense space 5 and immediately increase the Threat level by 1.
6. Until a riot ends, riot's retrigger at the start of each round.

Note: Tiles that contain rioters are unusable until the rioters are executed.Note 2: If 2 or more riot cards are to be picked up (commenced) at the same time, commence the riot on 'Riot Card Placement #1' before commencing the second Riot Card. If rioters are deployed from both cards, Threat only increases once. Both riots end simulataneously when all rioters are executed.
Defending Defense Spaces

Troops may defend the board by being placed on Defense Spaces. When a rioter attempts to deploy on a space that contains a troop, no rioter is deployed. Instead, the troop is removed. Great work, troop!
Ending or preventing riots

Riots are prevented or ended in two possible scenarios:1. A riot card was drawn, but troops prevented deployment of all rioters on the board. 
2. A riot is ended if all rioters are executed. If there are multiple riots, all rioters must be executed to end all riots.

Executing Rioters

Karmonia welcomes (and pardons) Patriotic citizens who wish to execute rioters! Players may execute rioters by activating the 'Execute a Rioter' tile in the War Room. This act costs AP, however players may also spend Influence Cards to reroll, if their result was undesirable. This is considered the most direct approach to ending riots.

troops, riots & 
the war room
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Concepts: Influence 
Cards (p. 15), Character (p. 

12 - hand max).

Pick up a Finance 
Influence card. Note that 

hand maximums still 
apply (8 cards total by end 

of turn). Only 2  uses of 
this tile allowed per turn.

Concepts: Influence 
Cards (p. 15), Character (p. 

12 - hand max).

Pick up a Spy Influence 
card. Note that hand 

maximums still apply (8 
cards total by end of turn). 

Only 2  uses of this tile 
allowed per turn.

Concepts: Beacons (p. 19), 
Coins (p. 17).

Launching a Beacon allows 
players to purchase a 

Beacon from Beacon Pile. 

When a Beacon is 
purchased, place a coin 

on the ‘Launched’ circle. 
If players choose to 

activate a Beacon from the 
Beacon Draw pile, they 
may purchase a Beacon 

that is on top of the draw 
pile, replacing an already 

revealed Beacon.

Concepts: Beacons (p. 19).

Players may replace as 
many Beacon’s as they 
choose. If replacing an 

already launched Beacon, 
the replacement Beacon 

stays unlaunched.

Concepts: Beacons (p. 19).

Players may use launched 
Beacons as a active game 

tile for the cost displayed on 
the Beacon Card. If Defense 
Space 2 is occupied, Beacons 

may not be used.

Concepts: Assassinations (p. 
20), voting (p. 16)

An assassination vote may be called 
against any player, or the President. 
The cost of the assassination vote is 
7 AP, and players must conduct an 

Influence Vote of Spy or War equal 
to 4 times the amount of players to 

assassinate the President, or 2 times 
the amount of players to assassinate 
any other player (in a 4 player game, 
16 Spy/War is required to assassinate 

the President). 

Public Opinion is added to the vote, 
and Influence voting rules apply (refer 

to page 16).

Concepts: Influence 
Cards (p. 15), Character (p. 

12 - hand max).

Pick up a Science 
Influence card. Note that 

hand maximums still 
apply (8 cards total by end 

of turn). Only 2  uses of 
this tile allowed per turn.

Concepts: Civil Unrest 
(p. 11)

Roll a D8 die for an attempt 
to reduce the Civil Unrest 

tracker. If a 1 is rolled, 
increase Civil Unrest by 3. 

For every 1 physical Influence 
Cards players spend, add 1 to 
the roll. E.G. adding 6 cards 
of any type will increase the 

roll by 6.

Concepts: Scientific 
Discoveries (p. 13)

Gain Science Markers for 
personal use. Science Markers 
can be used to make Scientific 

Discoveries. Some Beacons also 
use Science Markers. For every 2 
Science Influence players spend, 
rounded down, players may add 

1 to their roll.  E.G. 5 Science 
Influence spent equates to an 
additional 3 added to the roll.

Concepts: Scientific 
Discoveries (p. 13)

When 6 Science Markers 
are gained, players are 

able to draw 2 Scientific 
Discoveries and keep 1. 

This tile costs no AP.

If 1 or more cards marked 
with ‘REJECT’ are drawn, 
they activate immediately. 

Players who draw 1 
‘REJECT’ Scientific 

Discovery card may still 
keep the non ’REJECT’ 

card drawn.

Concepts: Influence 
Cards (p. 15), Character (p. 

12 - hand max).

Pick up a War Influence 
card. Note that hand 

maximums still apply (8 
cards total by end of turn). 

Only 2  uses of this tile 
allowed per turn.

Concepts: Riots (p. 21)

With a choice of spending 
4, 6, or 8 AP, players may 
deploy 2, 3, 0r 4 Troops. 

4 AP = 2 Troops
6 AP = 3 Troops
 8 AP = 4 Troops

Troops may be placed on 
any Defense Space that 

the player chooses, except 
for Defense Spaces that 
already contain Rioters. 
Deploying Troops does 

not execute Rioters.

Concepts: Riots (p. 21)

Move any number of 
Troops that are already 

on the board to any 
Defense Space/s that 

do not already contain 
Rioters. Troops cannot 

stack on Defense Spaces. 
Moving Troops does not 

execute Rioters.

Concepts: Riots (p. 21)

To execute a rioter, 
simply remove the Rioter 

from the board, but it 
is encouraged to be as 

dramatic as possible. If a 1 
is rolled, the player loses 
1 Troop (or adds a Rioter 
to any Defense Space of 
the players chooseing if 
no Troops exist on the 

board).  Players may 
spend 2 Influence Cards 

to reroll)

Concepts: Coins (p. 17), 
Civil Unrest (p. 11)

This tile provides 2 
options. Either: Spend 4 

AP and add 2 Civil Unrest 
for 2 coins, or Spend 7 AP 
and add 4 Civil Unrest for 
5 coins. Coins are placed 

into the Treasury and 
not owned by any single 

player.

Concepts: Taxes & Coins 
(p. 17), Civil Unrest (p. 11), 

Base Taxes (p. 11)

At a cost of 6 AP and 4 
Civil Unrest, raising Base 

Taxes allows players 
to raise the Base Taxes 

tracker. 

At the start of each round, 
this will provide passive 

income to the board. The 
game starts at 0 Base 

Taxes, but may go up to 
6. Coins do not go to a 

specific player.

Concepts: Brief Cards (p. 
18), Scientific Discovery 

(p. 13)

Draw the top 2 Brief Cards, 
choose 1 to resolve at the end 

of the turn and remove the 
other Brief Card from the 

game (ensure players do not 
see the removed card).

Or, players may draw the top 
2 Scientific Discovery Cards, 
discarding 1 and looking at 

the other. 
tile glossary
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GlossaryAllegiance Card: Pages 5, 14. Cards defining loyalty of  characters. Allegiance come in 3 formats:  Kill the President!: Player must assassinate The President. Save the President!: Player must prevent the assassination of The   
 President.
 Save the President! Secondary Mission: EPlayer must prevent the   
 assassination of The President and complete a secret mission.Action Points (AP): Page 12. AP defines how many actions each layer 
may use in each round, shown by the circles on the left hand side of the 
character card. Each board tile costs AP.
Assassinations: Page 20. Each player can be assassinated through tile 
triggers, Brief card results or Beacon tiles. Each time a player is up for 
assassination, an Influence Card vote triggers.
Beacons: Page 19. Found in the Surveillance Centre, Beacons are tiles 
that add in game bonuses. Beacons must be purchased and can only be 
used once per round.  Reprogram Beacon: A tile on the Surveillance Centre to change   
 Beacons currently in play. 
Brief Cards: Page 18. Brief Cards are mission briefs that are drawn from 
the left of the meeting room after a player announces that they have 
finished their turn. There are 3 formats: Choice Brief: Players are imposed with a moral choice. Influence Brief: The group must use Influence cards to vote toward  
 a goal.
 Super Brief Cards: Extremely hard Brief Cards (Choice or Influence)  
 that are added in throughout the game.     Pass a Brief: Signifies players achieved higher than the bottom   
     row of Influence required on an Influence Brief. If the game calls for       
     players to 'automatically pass a brief', activate the effects of      the highest row shown on the brief card.     Fail a Brief: Failing a Brief signifies players did not surpass the 
     bottom row of Influence on a brief card.

Characters: Page 12, 24 - 26. There are 14 characters in the game with 
unique strengths, weaknesses and Influence Cards.     Once per game ability: Once per game abilities may be used at any         
     point during the game, regardless of player turn. They cannot   
     reverse rolls, card effects, or things that have already happened.Coins: Page 17. Coins assist in fulfilling Letter Demands and  purchasing Beacons. Added through tiles in The Treasury.Days 1 - 5: Page 17. Each day represents 1 game round.Defense Space: Page 21. Most tiles are marked with a circular disc that 

can be occupied by rioters or defended by troops.  Defense Space 5: If occupied by a rioter, immediately increase 
Threat by 1. Cannot be defended by Troops, but will only deploy rioters 
if all other Defense Spaces are occupied in each tile. 
Deploying Troops: Page 21. Deployed through the War Room, troops 
defend spaces from rioters.
Executing Rioters: Page 21. Rioters, deployed through    
riots, can be executed via Brief Cards, Beacons and the War Room tile. 

Game Tiles, Tiles: Pages 8, 22. Each game board section contains tiles for          players to complete actions.
Influence, Influence Cards: Page 15 - 16.  Cards picked up at the start of the game & each players turn. Used for in-game voting and payment. 
Public Opinion: Page 17.  Found to the right of the Meeting Room. A ran-dom deck of 5 of each Influence Card type made to represent the opinion of  the public. 2 of these cards are added to each Brief Card vote.
Letters: Page 17. Located in the centre of the game board, Letters are sent by the assassin to the President as death threats. Letter Consequences: Consequences trigger if Letter demands fail to be met. Letter Demand: Demands by the assassin that must be met by round end. 
Location: A location refers to an area on the game board. For example The Treasury and War Room are both locations.  
Meeting Room: Found below the Letters. Signifies starting positions of each player.

Research Laboratory: Page 13. Contains game tiles based on Scientific Dis-covery. Top right of the board.
Rioter: Page 21. Rioters occupy Defense Spaces during riots.
Science Markers: Page 13. Used to complete Scientific Discoveries. Gained through Beacons, Brief Cards and Research Laboratory tiles.
Scientific Discovery: Page 13. 6 Science Markers can be traded in to com-plete a Scientific Discovery.
Surveillance Centre: Page 19. Contains game tiles based on Beacons and assassinations. Top left of the board.
Taxes (or Base Taxes): Page 11. Taxes provide passive income into the Trea-sury each round. 

The President: Page 24. One of the players within the game.
Trackers: Page 11. Found on the outside of the Letter pile, game  trackers mark the progress of each of the three functions: Threat level: The health tracker of The President. Civil Unrest: The riot tracker for the game board. Base Taxes: Round by round passive income tracker.

Treasury: Page 17. Contains game tiles based on finances. Bottom left of the board.

Troop: Pages 21. Troops defend Defense Spaces against riots.
Vote Pile: Page 20. Vote piles are used for players to place Influence Cards face down during votes that require Influence.
War Room: Page 21. Contains game tiles based on War and defense of Kar-monia. Bottom right of the board.



CHARACTER

President Marion Mochi

Difficulty: Hard ~ Type: Spy ~ Play style: Offensive

Strengths: Strong defense and attack.

Weaknesses: Less Influence than other players.

Military State Clarification: In game setup, place 1 troop on 

the Treasury, Survillance Centre, Research Laboratory & 

War Room as per the normal troop deployment process.

President Viktor Markov
Difficulty: Medium ~ Type: Finance/War ~ Play style: Stamina

Strengths: Most AP of any player.
Weaknesses: Must drive the group to pass Letter  
Demands each round, or AP will be lost.
Big Heart Clarification: Viktor may not use this 
ability is when Letter Demand results are being 
counted.
Democratic Clarification: While Viktor cannot call 
an assassination vote, he may vote in assassination 
votes called by other players.

What character should I choose?

Characters in Patriot vary greatly. Each character is amazing in 
their own right, and all characters have unique strengths and 
weaknesses. When choosing characters, firstly have a look at 
whether or not their play style would suit you. For example, 
some characters have reduced AP but have dramatic in-game 
abilities. Some characters have more AP, but have card restric-
tions. 

Secondly, see what characters your team mates are choosing 
and try ensure that you pick characters that cover all Influence 
Card types. For example, Marion Mochi (left) picks up no Sci-
ence Influence, so if this character is chosen, it is a good idea to 
pick a character that has Science Influence. 

It's also totally fine to pick a character because they look cool 
and have a cool back story.

It's my first playthrough of the game, can you recommend 
some characters?

The character guide over the next 3 pages has a difficulty rating 
underneath the name. Here are some suggestions for a 4 player 
game:

President Viktor Markov - a good mixture of Influence.
Chief of Science Zam Che - Great with science.
Secretary of Finance Hilbert Holschtein - Great with Finance.
The Bodyguard Wilfred Duvon - Counterbalances Hilbert
and Zam, and has game saving abilities.

President Donovan Maelstrom
Difficulty: Medium ~ Type: Finance/Spy ~ Play style: Game Changer.

Strengths: Strong once-per-game abilities.
Weaknesses: Continuous monitoring of Civil Unrest required. 
Donovan has no passive abilities.
Delegate Talks Clarification: Donovan must announce that the 
riot will be prevented before the riot card is read to the group. 24



The President's Daughter - Diva "M"
Difficulty: Easy ~ Type: Spy/War ~ Play style: Saboteur

Strengths: Diva is great at sabotaging Brief Card 
votes.
Weaknesses: Continuous monitoring of Influence 
Cards required.
Tantrum Clarification: "M" must ensure that the 
targets once per game ability is not already in effect, 
and must not reverse any actions caused

The First Lady - Maury Sweeney
Difficulty: Medium ~ Type: All-rounder ~ Play style: Influencer

Strengths: Good all-rounder abilities.
Weaknesses: Continuous monitoring of Influence 
Cards required. 
Give or Take Clarification: Maury may only choose 
one of the two options in Give or Take. Maury or the  
target may pick up any Influence Card type.

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court - Samuel Ledger
Difficulty: Hard ~ Type: All-rounder ~ Play style: Controller

Strengths: Sam's strengths can change the game.

Weaknesses: The President must be an ally.
I Am The Law Clarification: Samuel must clearly 

state whether he is raising or lowering the  before 

the assassination vote commences.

Media Mogul - Frank Ford
Difficulty: Medium ~ Type: Spy ~ Play style: Silver Lining

Strengths: Frank excels in tough games.
Weaknesses: Frank is disadvantaged in easier games.
Fake News Clarification: If Civil Unrest rises and 
Frank holds no Influence Cards, nothing happens to 
Frank.

Secretary of Defense - Gustavo Moreno
Difficulty: Medium ~ Type: War ~ Play style: Tank

Strengths: Gustavo may stockpile Influence to gain 
more AP.
Weaknesses: Continuous monitoring of Troops 
required.
Rule Maker Clarification: Gustavo may decide to use 
Rule Maker after the Brief Card has been revealed, 
but not after Influence Cards have been added.
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Director of the NSA - M.W.
Difficulty: Very Hard ~ Type: Spy ~ Play style: Powerful

Strengths: Controls Beacons.
Weaknesses: Numerous Allegiance cards increases 

the untrustworthiness of M.W.
Untrustworthy Clarification: Refer to page 15 to find 

out how many Allegiance Cards are to be added into 

the game.

The Party Donor - Petr Crumb
Difficulty: Hard ~ Type: Finance ~ Play style: Aggressive Banker

Strengths: Lots of Finance Influence & abilities.  
Weaknesses: Low AP limits Petr's abilties per turn.
Weight Issues Clarification: Petr may only pay a  
maximum of 2 Influence Cards. Petr may gain extra 
AP throughout the game. AP may scale up to a base 
of 8, meaning payment can be made up to 10 AP.

Chief of Science - Zam Che
Difficulty: Easy ~ Type: Science ~ Play style: Scientist

Strengths: Science focus - lots of Science Influence & 

abilities.  
Weaknesses: Luck is important. AP is lost if dice rolls 

are bad.
Thanks, Man Clarification: Zam's target must take the 

Scientific Discovery given (even if bad).

Secretary of Finance - Hilbert Holschtein Difficulty: Easy ~ Type: Finance ~ Play style: Passive Banker

Strengths: Passive income from base taxes.Weaknesses: Strategic planning of AP required to reduce Influence Card loss.
Rotund Clarification: Payment required for each movement between the Treasury, Surveillance  Centre, Research Laboratory and War Room

Vice President - Jack Maelstrom 

Difficulty: Hard ~ Type: Science ~ Play style: Peacekeeper

Strengths: Jack can control Civil Unrest.

Weaknesses: Jack must make strategic alliances until 

after the first riot.

Don't Mind if I Do Clarification:  Jack can use his 

twice per game ability at any time, but he cannot 

reverse a riot that has already commenced.

The Bodyguard - Wilfred DuvonDifficulty: Medium ~ Type: Spy/War ~ Play style: Game ChangerStrengths: Can save the game.Weaknesses: Research Laboratory tiles are more expensive for Wilfred.Take the Bullet Clarification: Can reverse Threat from 
increasing and even stop the game from ending, but 
must be played immediately. 
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If players would like a guided first round, follow this step by step guide. Across the next two pages, this guide will demonstrate how some game concepts work in actual 
gameplay. While this walkthrough assumes a 3 player game, it can also be used to demonstrate the first 3 players turns in a higher player number game.

Prerequisites
1. Locate the Letter, Beacons, Scientific Discovery, Riot, and Brief Cards on 

this page and place them on the board as directed.
2. Locate the Characters (bottom right). These will be your Characters for 

this game. 
3. Read page 5 in full and follow the setup instructions, noting that you use 

the Characters and cards provided below in round 1. 
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Place the above Beacons face up in the Beacon Tiles.

Place the two Scientific Discovery Cards above face down on the Scientific Discovery Pile.

Brief Card, Drawn 3rd turn: Locate the above 
Brief Card and place it face down on top of 

the Brief Card pile in the third position. Brief Card, Drawn 2nd turn: Locate the above 
Brief Card and place it face down on top of 
the Brief Card pile in the second position. Brief Card, Drawn 1st turn: Locate the above 

Brief Card and place it face down on top of 
the Brief Card pile in the top position.

Use the above Letter on Day 1.

Use the above characters in this game. Roll a dice to 
decide who plays which character. Highest roller chooses 

first.

Place the above riot card face down on top of 
the Riot Card Pile.
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First Player: The President

Second Player: Diva 'M'

Third Player: Hilbert Holschtein

Turn Actions
Step 1: Gather: Pick up Influence Cards. Per his character card, Viktor picks up 2 
Finance Influence, 1 Spy Influence, 1 Science Influence and 2 War Influence.

Strategy: Gain coins so the next player can launch a Beacon.

Strategy: Use the Coins to Launch a Beacon and end the riot.

Strategy: Gain a Scientific Discovery Card to get an in-game 
advantage

For this walkthrough, filter through the Influence Card piles and pick up the 
Influence Cards to the right.

Round Strategy: The Letter Demand on Round 1 is to Launch a Beacon. Beacons can be 
launched on the 'Launch a Beacon' tile for 4 AP and 4 Coins (or 2 AP and 2 Coins for an 

unrevealed Beacon). To meet this demand, players must gain coins and Launch a Beacon.

Step 2: Act: Viktor takes his standee and places it on the 'Gain Coins From Bank 
Tile'. He activates the 7 AP option, gaining 5 coins from the outside of the board and 
placing it within the Treasury. He then reduces his AP from 10 to 3 and increases the 
Civil Unrest by 4.

Viktor has 3 AP left and moves his standee to the 'Roll for Civil Unrest' tile. 
Unfortunately, Viktor rolled a 1. He does not want to spend Influence Cards to 
increase his roll, so he increases Civil Unrest by 3. A riot commences immediately.

Step 3: Encounter: Viktor wishes to end his turn, so he now picks up 
a Brief Card. The Brief Card is a choice Brief Card. Viktor chooses 'It's 
Me...', which will reduce his AP by 3 next round. He then resets his AP 
tracker to 7. Viktors turn is now over, so he places his standee back on 
the 'first player' turn marker.

Step 3: Encounter: 'M' wants to end her turn now, so picks up a Brief Card, which 
is a Rolling Brief. She rolls a D8, but unfortunately she rolls a 3. This means she 
removes the remaining coins from the Treasury, and also increases Threat by 1.

Riot Commences: Following the instructions on page 21, Viktor moves Civil Unrest 
back to 0, picks up the Riot card from the riot card pile and places it face up on 'Riot 
Card Placement #1.

Viktor then rolls a D4 twice. His first roll is a 2, so he places a rioter on Defense Space 
2 - as this was the first time a rioter was deployed from this Riot Card, he immediately 
increases threat by 1. His second roll is a 3, so he places a rioter on Defense Space 3.

Turn Actions
Step 1: Gather: Pick up Influence Cards. Per her character card, 'M' picks up 2 Spy 
Influence, 2 Science Influence, and 2 War Influence. Because 'M' has a special 
character ability, she also decides to pick up an extra Finance Infleunce.

For this walkthrough, filter through the Influence Card piles and pick up the 
Influence Cards to the right.

Step 2: Act: 'M' has 8 AP to spend. First, she wants to remove those pesky rioters. 
She moves her standee to the 'Roll to Execute a Rioter' tile. 'M' rolls a 7, which 
means she is able to remove both rioters and end the Riot, placing the Riot Card 
into the discard pile. 
M then moves her standee to the 'Launch a Beacon' Tile, spends 4 AP and 4 coins 
from the bank to  launch a Beacon, also achieving the Letter Demand. 
With her Final AP, M moves her standee to the 'Pick up Finance Influence' tile and 
picks up 1 Finance Influence Card.

Step 1: Gather: Pick up Influence Cards. Per his character card, Hilbert picks up 4 
Finance Influence and 2 Science Influence.

For this walkthrough, filter through the Influence Card piles and pick up the 
Influence Cards to the right.

Step 2: Act: Hilbert has 8 AP to spend. He moves his standee to the 'Commence Science 
Project' tile and activates the tile. He rolls a 1, then activates it twice more, rolling a 
2 each time. Finally, he rolls an 8 and gains 4 Science Markers. He then moves his 
standee to the 'Make a Scientific Discovery Tile', and hands in his 4 Science Markers to 
pick up 2 Scientific Discoveries, choosing the card that allows him to remove rioters.

First, players resolve the Letter Demand.  One Beacon has been 
Launched, so the demand has been successfully met. There are 
no riots, the Beacon was not used, and taxes were not raised in 
round 1. This means that all that is left to do is to flip and read out 
the next letter to the play group, and start round 2.

Step 3: Encounter: Hilbert used all his AP on gaining science markers, so he ends his 
turn by drawing a Brief Card. It's an Influence Brief. Hilbert plays first and places all 
his Finance Influence into the Influence Card pile, face down. Next, The President 
adds his one Spy Influence card. M plays last - she adds her 2 Spy Influence Cards. 
Finally, Public Opinion is added, which was 1 Science and 1 Spy Influence. Hilbert 
shuffles, then counts up all Infleunce, calculating that the group achieved 13 
Influence. This means that they are able to immediately Launch a Beacon at no cost.

As this is the end of the last players turn, turn order is adjusted.

Turn Actions
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ALI PHELPS
Character Design & Art
http://aliphelps.com/

Ali works full-time as a freelance  
illustrator living in Northern  
California. She specializes in  
character design, illustration, and 
visual storytelling.

ANTHONY KIRKHAM
Developer

Very special boy, at least that's what his 
mum told him. 

Favourite board game: Root by Leder 
Games
Starter Colour: Blue

Anthony is passionate about immersion 
and storytelling, and wants to combine 
art forms and storytelling with 
strategic and unique board games. 

JONATHAN EDWARDS
Developer

Regularly hits his head on doorways 
and other low hanging objects, the 
resulting reduction of brain cells 
can be attributed to any potential 
mistakes in this rulebook.

Favourite board game: Salem 1692 by 
Facade Games
Starter Colour: Orange

Jon loves when things make sense, and 
enjoys board games that are unique, 
fun,  but also 'just work'. His focus 
has been pulling this mantra into 
Patriot.

JEFF BROWN
Landscape Design & Art 
https://www.jeffbrowngraphics.com/

In the world of board games, Jeff has 
worked on games such as Monstrous, 
Godbound, SettleForge, Belly of the 
Beast, to name a few. Jeff also s
pecialises in amazon book covers.

Aditi Agarwal

Marketer

Aditi has successfully launched 2 

Kickstarter campaigns and has worked 

with numerous others to bring 

them to a reality. Aditi specialises in 

Kickstarter campaign strategy and 

advertising. 

Dmytro Svichkar

Videographer & Kickstarter Campaign 

Developer 

Based in Ukraine, Dmytro is a 

professional videographer who specia-

lises in building Kickstarter cam-

paigns, and general video work. 

OTHER ACCOMPLICES

INITIAL KS VIDEO:                   JON MIETLING

3D ARTIST:                      BHUSHAN AREKAR

TABLETOP SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT:                  LIYARIN

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO THE PEOPLE OF /R/PENMANSHIPPORN 

FOR CREATING THE LETTERS:
 /u/The_Terrible_T, /u/dramatic_walrus, My Mum!,  /u/

infralugel / @infralugel, /u/beaverskeet, /u/Sairwaboo, 

blanket__thief

This game is dedicated to the OG board game cylons: Guy 

and Ben. Hope you find the easter eggs in the game. 

Thank you to our families and friends for keeping us sane 

through this process. Thank you to my wonderful wife-

to-be Alisha for always supporting me.

PlaytestersPatriot has been professionally playtested, and playtested by hundreds.
Playerlair.net: Ivan, Dido, Bloodaxe, Vassil, MaxeBradley Hunt, Katherine Meadows, Corey Godfrey

All of our families and friends!

CREDITS
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INSTAGRAM
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PLAYLIST DICE TOWER 
HOW TO PLAY


